
 

 

1. Seating  

All graduates will be seated as indicated and be ready for final checking.  

2. Starting procession All graduates in each role rise upon hand signal of the faculty staff and turn 
right to follow the direction line ( ) to the stage.  

3. On stage procession Once reaching Position 1, each graduate turns to face the 
President/Chairman of the Ceremony, stands up right, hands kept right by one’s side and bow 
from the waist, nodding head only is prohibited. Forward to Position 2. When your name is called, 
move to Position 3. Stand up and keep your eyes on the degree folder. Lift right hand slowly to 
fetch the degree folder sideways. Thumb upon folder. Do not pull the folder prematurely from 
the President’s hand. Curl your elbow to place folder at chest level and step back 45 degree to 
Position 4. Make a right turn when reaching Position 4 and descend the stage. Hold the degree 
folder at chest level all the way in a graceful manner. When graduates descend the stage, follow 
the direction line to your row. Please note that the two ends of a row will switch in place; for 
example, the graduate formerly seated at A1 or ก1 will switch to A60 or ก60 upon return from the 
stage. (Each row seated 60 graduates.)  

 

Example of seating position before and after on-stage procession (Row : A) 

Before  A60 Last  A59  A58  A3  A2 
First  

A1  

After  A1 First  A2  A3  A58  A59 
Last  

A60  

 

 

 

 

 



แผนผังท่ีนั่งในห้องพิธีประสาทปรญิญาบตัร 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY BLOCKING 

 

 
หมายเหตุ  1. แถวที่น่ัง :   วันแรก    ใช้ A, B, C, ……, JJ, KK, LL  

วันที่สอง   ใช้   ก, ข, ค, ……, ตต, ถถ 
2. บัณฑิตเดินแถวเข้ารับตามลูกศร (เส้นทบึ )  
3. * = หัวแถว  

Remarks  1. Seat Numbers : First day :     A, B, C, ___, JJ, KK, LL 
                           Second day : ก, ข, ค, ___, ตต, ถถ  

2. Follow the line ( )  
3. * = Beginning of the row  


